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WRONGFUL CONVICTION – HOW CAN THE 

STATE UNDO THE HARM? 

Authored by-Rahul Sagar 

 

Abstract 

 

This paper talks approximately about the Wrongful Conviction and the volume of it. It specifically talks 

about how the country can undo the damage of the wrongful conviction. It additionally talks about the 
frequency of it, reasons for it, and crooked justice reforms to lessen or lower the wide variety of wrongful 

convictions. As we recognize that at some point of the nation's history, our country India has skilled the 

trouble of conviction. It is the trouble with our country India only, however this precise trouble exists with 
the opposite nations as well. The resultant of wrongful conviction is unwarranted punishment and critical 

harm to the existence of 1 who's wrongfully convicted. This paper will in short communicate approximately 

the volume to which those mistakes arise or may also arise, what are the most important elements which 

commonly make contributions to fake convictions and the improvement within the rules which relates to the 
wrongful conviction in India. It will even observe the reasons for wrongful convictions. It is vital that the 

higher know-how is evolved of wrongful conviction, in addition to lessening or lowering its incidence to 

defend the harmless and the society from non-stop victimization with the aid of using criminals who stay 

loose at the same time as a harmless individual visit the prisons or maybe into their deaths. 
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Introduction 

India is a self-governing union administered through the guideline of thumb of regulation and it's miles 

subjected within the Constitution of India, which the human beings of this country have presumed to 

themselves. Rule of regulation suggests that regulation is entire and the guideline of thumb of regulation is 
secured wherein is prison authorizations, that's usually available and solutions to the wishes and issues of 

peoples in a rational and independent means. The improvement within the increase of any country is 

calculated through the monetary property and justice-device which must tune the exercise of short and 

honest justice. Our Constitution has assured its residents a hard and fast of essential rights which can be 
critical human rights. The voyage for exactness is the organization of equity shipping equipment which 

seeks to inspire and guard the guideline of thumb of regulation. A wrongful conviction takes location whilst 

harmless-defendants are observed responsible in our prison device or we will say in crook trials then it's 
miles referred to as wrongful conviction. The defendants are forced or compelled to plead responsible to the 

crime which they've now no longer dedicated to award capital punishment or Life imprisonment. It 

additionally refers to whilst a jury reveals someone with an excellent protection responsible and whilst the 

courtroom docket reverses a conviction, irrespective of his real guilt received within the contravention of the 
defendant's constitutional rights. A wrongful conviction is an injustice or miscarriage of justice whilst a 

harmless man or woman spends years in the back of a bar or on dying row. This injustice is taking place 

each day within the Indian courts, while it increases profound doubts about the accuracy and equity of the 
crook justice device. This paper explains why wrongful conviction has grown to be a critical difficulty and a 

count number of grave challenges in our judicial device, the scope of the problem, its causes, and reform 

within the device. According to the studies and evidence, it suggests that numerous human beings are 
wrongfully convicted in prisons and that they are afflicted by intense trauma, mental issues, tension disorder, 

stress, etc. which isn't within the case of the responsible prisoners. It complicates and lessens the opportunity 

of the go back of the prisoners to everyday lifestyles after their launch from the bar. Many states now no 

longer legally authorize repayment in monetary phrases for the humans who have been victimized through 
the crook justice device. This paper can even talk the current improvement within the rules of it to prevent 

the miscarriage of justice. The control of the method of crook justice boundlessly advances in response to 

the fluctuating financial and social conditions. It is the principle obligation of the prison entity to uphold the 
equilibrium, crook regulation that qualms with societal safety and commends regulations of conduct to be 

marked through altogether and on some other facet the freedom of the specific, safety and firmness within 

the society or community. Criminal method‖ is orthodoxly abstracted because the adjectival matching 
component to noticeable crook regulation. It outlines the jobs and describes the prison suggestions of crook 

regulation's applicability and implementation. Criminal procedural regulation is discovered because of the 

operating and formal issue of crook regulation, which recommends how the crook justice device must be 

made operative and feasible. This beneficial issue of crook regulation features in each united states, due to 
the fact that it's miles critical for keeping the guideline of thumb of regulation through controlling the 

constitutional promises. Criminal procedural regulation is instrumentally treasured, due to the fact that it's 

miles chargeable for transporting the crooked justice ideas and functions into reality. The normative 
deliberations mentioned within the procedural regulation function techniques at each step of a crook 

judgment. They describe the jobs, outline the powers, and endorse the realistic requirements which might be 

to be tracked at each level of pre-trial and trial. Invariably, the reason for the Criminal Procedural Code is to 

assure that justice is transported on time to the sufferers of crime. Justice can best be served correctly whilst 
the actual perpetrator is detained and charged with the crime he dedicated. This may be safeguarded through 

necessitating the police, investigating agencies, the prosecutors, and the judges to obtain their obligations 

and obligations proficiently as in line with the legal guidelines without any mean error. For founding 
religion within the human beings of any united states closer to the prison organizations, the fact and mind-

set1 of the crook justice device want to be protected. This can best be understood whilst the responsible are 

convicted and the innocents are absolved from punishment. It is a famous perception that ―searing injustice 
and consequential social damage is prompted whilst the regulation turns upon itself and convicts an harmless  

                                                   
Van Der Meer v. The Queen (1988) 82 AIR 10, 31 

R.A. Duff and Stuart p. green, philosophical foundations of criminal law 
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man or woman diverse essential ideas like ―presumption of innocence‖ and different ideas had been 

integrated within the crook procedural code, to make sure that such injustice isn't prompted. One of such 

grave injustice is whilst a harmless person is accused of a crime, he is by no means dedicated. 
  

Definition Of Wrongful Conviction 
 

The term wrongful conviction has been derived from the western countries, chiefly in U.K., U.S.A., where 

the problems of wrongful conviction is seen as a problematic of abuse of human rights of the condemned 
person. The term wrongful conviction here is examined in term of mixture of two notions i.e. Wrongful and 

Conviction. Wrongful here stands where the examination, recording of admission, ID by the witness, and 

the right to advice laws are not tracked or where the conviction seems to be prejudiced, or not in the 

acquiescence with the constitutional promises. Conviction here is as in the marker after judgment stage 
function where either the Trial Court or first Appellate Court has judged the case wrongly. Thus, wrongful 

conviction is to be recognized based on the final appellate court decisions that may choose about the 

wrongfulness of conviction on a version of many issues. 

 

 

What Is Wrongful Conviction? 
 
According to Duhaime's law dictionary "a wrongful conviction is a conviction of a person accused of a 

criminal offense which, inside th2e stop end result of the subsequent investigation, proves erroneous." 

“Wrongful conviction,” is an ambiguous term, has come back to sit down with the convictions of factually 
innocent males and females. This definition includes the males and females who have committed the act and 

planning of crimes however whose convictions were received in violation of constitutional or wonderful 

procedural rights at some stage in a manner now not deemed harmless by appellate courts. Some distance 
better term can be “faux conviction.” The term “miscarriages of justice” is normally meant to mean factually 

faux convictions however might in all likelihood an entire lot of neutrally embody alleged wrongful 

acquittals and exemption from prosecution furthermore as wrongful convictions. As a stop end result, 

“wrongful conviction” covers an oversized sort of criminal-justice techniques and establishments associated 
with the police crime detection perform prosecution, defence, rhetorical science, and assessment. The 

challenge count furthermore includes the consequences of wrongful conviction and compensating 

exonerates. A 'Wrongful conviction' earlier than the whole thing hand is the disapproval and verdict of 
someone for a criminal offense he did now no longer do. The term can likewise smear to bloopers the 

opportunity manner— mistakes of exception, and to commonplace area cases. In a few occurrences, a 

wrongful conviction isn't always upturned for quite a prolonged while, or until after the sincere man or 

woman has been implemented, absolved, or has been slain. The idea of unlawful disapproval devours 
relevant consequences for the modern-day pervasiveness of examination, such that the Supreme Court 

commonly exercising its authority for something that is clearly provided to it via the chronicles of the 

subordinate judiciary and in a few times nice it straight away hinders wherein there is the concept of 
Innocence at the district court docket level. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

                                                   
R. George wright, the role of intuition in judicial decision-making, 42 houses. l. rev. 1381, 1420 (2006) 

wrongful conviction: international perspectives on miscarriages of justice 
D.K... Basu v. State of West Bengal, 1997 SC 610, 18th December 1996 
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Historical Background Of Wrongful Conviction 
  
In India, after the much-uncovered instances of wrongful conviction, the authorities became required to 

extrude its procedural legal guidelines and techniques concerning crook trials.  Due to this well timed 
meddling of the Honorable Supreme Court in lots of instances, there had been numerous nice adjustments 

that came about within the behavior of the police officers and authority’s officers in directing inquiry and 

within the control of justice. The Supreme Court determined that the hassle of "Custodial violence" and 

misappropriation of police manipulation is not simply significant in India; however, it's far a primary hassle 
that has distorted the maximum of the crooked justice shape within the world.  In reaction to it, the 

courtroom docket notion this is of severe function to trouble a few authenticating techniques to be observed 

in all illustrations of arrest or detainment until suitable legal guidelines are made for similar to protecting 
actions: 
  

1) The police officer executing the arrest and taking care of the investigation of the captive should have 
detailed, clearly visible identification proof and name tags with description written on them.  A 

register must be kept with names, titles, and signs of the police officials carrying out the 

investigation.  
2) At the time of detention, a note of arrest should be ready by the concerned police people.   
3) After a person is imprisoned or restricted by the police officer and is taken into their authorized 

custody like police station, investigation section of any other center, he/she shall have the 

elementary right to notify any of his/her friend, family member or relative about his/her capture and 
the place where such person has been kept.   

4) The police officer shall notify the relatives, family member, or friend of the captive, within a time 

duration of 8 to 12 hours succeeding to the arrest if such relative or friend does not exist in the same 

location. 
5) The right to notify his friend, relative or family member shall be notified to the person detained as 

soon as he is taken into safekeeping by the officials.   
6) A paper shall be kept at the place of custody, wherever detention made should be noted down, 

including details like the name of the person who has been conveyed about the capture of the 

prisoner and the name along with the title of the police personnel who has the responsibility of the 

custody of the arrestee.  Such a Scrutiny note shall be signed by the police officer making the 
detention and the person who has been detained.   

7) During the period of his incarceration in the police custody, the person detained has the right to get 

himself/herself medically inspected by a proper doctor after every 48 hours. 
8) All the documents and notes referred to above shall be signed by all the police officials concerned 

regarding a particular arrest and a copy of the same shall be given to the law office so that he can 

keep it in his record.   
9) During the examination, the person detained has the right to be provided with a lawyer and to meet 

the lawyer at the time of the investigation, but not throughout. 
  

Reasons For Wrongful Conviction 

  

The chief reasons for the fiasco of the Criminal Justice System can be conscripted below: 

·       Lack of seriousness and efficacy being tracked and trained which leads to uncertainties leading to 

loopholes in examination and enclosing of the charge sheet. 

·       Destructive and embezzlement of evidence by the person tangled in the case or in a few cases the 

examination officer is found guilt-ridden for tinkering with the evidence. 

·       Complicating and creating the ambiguity in the story and false individualities makes the examination 

more disposed to fiasco. 
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·       Caste biases against the people who are also the respondents unlawfully detained. 

·       Incapability of the eyewitness concerning classifying the person who is accountable for the crime. 

·       Error of not giving enough attention by the police branch for the person having proficient opinion in 

a case. 

·       Incorrect Evidence or soiled evidence 

·       Mala fide and Treated Scientific evidences 

·       Wrong or fake admission taken under pressure and by the police examination officer. 

·       Dishonesty and political intrusion is also another prominent malpractice that led to wrongful 

conviction. 

How can The State Undo the Harm Caused From Wrongful 

Conviction? 

 

This is a form of miscarriage of justice and there need to be law making define to protect that humans aren't 
unlawfully imprisoned and indicted and if they're appropriate treatments supplied to them. Wrongful 

conviction is the infection of our crook justice gadget. In India, being an interrogational gadget, the load is 

on the prosecution to illustrate that a character has committed a crime. But regularly within the enthusiasm 

of searching for justice, it punishes and indicts the incorrect character that is some distance an awful lot 
worse. The idea of wrongful convictions in India isn't new. From the British Sarkar to the Modi Sarkar, this 

idea has most effectively increased. In India, there's a scarcity of a repayment scheme or felony machinery; 

this lets the nation be penalized for its mistakes. Thus, the sufferers of justice switch gadgets regularly 
knock at the doorways of courts trying to find redressal. There are a plethora of instances which are judged 

upon with the aid of using the numerous courts of our country which display this. Article 21 nations need to 

reimburse the people for wrongs stanched with the aid of using it and with the aid of using its sellers or 

servants. Though the charter continues to be at the idea of recompense, but, judiciary through the years has 
grown the compensatory jurisprudence in which the nation is levied with duty for the violations of human 

rights. In this example additionally, miscarriage of justice, being one the maximum important human 

assured to humans, the nation need to recompense the sufferers for the wrongful convictions. To undo the 
damage, the nation has supplied with the treatments. In India, there's absence of a recompense scheme or 

felony tool which lets the nation be penalized for its mistakes. There aren't any clean provisions within the 

acts which give the patients trying3 to find redressal. There are several rulings, reports, and remarks at the 
same, however a clarified provision has now no longer been numbered within the regulation books. A read-

thru of cutting-edge legal guidelines suggests that there are 3 clusters of treatments which can be court-

grounded regarding miscarriage of justice ensuing in wrongful prosecution. They are Public Law Remedy, 

Private Law Remedy, and Criminal Law Remedy. 

PUBLIC LAW REMEDY- This form of treatment reveals its origins within the Supreme Law of the Land, 

i.e. The Constitution of India. The charter thru Chapter III of Fundamental Rights has supplied the proper to 

lifestyles and liberty beneath Article 21 and. Additionally, it has supplied treatments for the abuse through 
the writ jurisdiction of the Supreme Court Beneath Article 32 and the High Courts beneath 226 of the 

Constitution which incorporates the furnish of repayment to the victim. Though, infinite instances were 

determined with the aid of using the Supreme Courts and High Courts, but, there's no set define for shaping  

                                                   
Article 21, Constitution of India 
rudulsah vs state of bihar and another on 1 august 1983 equivalent citations: 1983 air 1086, 1983 scr (3) 508 bench: chandrachud, 

y.v. ((cj)karma oraon vs the state of bihar (now jharkhand) on 6 july,2018 
Offences by or Relating to Public Servants from the Indian Penal Code 
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the virtues of proper repayment or the quantum of repayment is determined. Compensation as a shape of 
public treatment for violation of essential rights isn't expressly supplied within the Constitution of India. It is 

a treatment that is single-minded on a case-to-case foundation and consequently may be very reliant on the 

data and situations of every case. Thus, this treatment may be subjective, sporadic, and unstipulated. 

PRIVATE LAW REMEDY- The personal regulation treatment for errant acts of State directors exists 

within the shape of a civil match in opposition to the State and its officers for monetary reparations. In the 

enactment of this, beneath Article three hundred of the charter, the authorities of India may be prosecuted in 

its title. 

CRIMINAL LAW REMEDY-  Chapter IX of the IPC relates to the crimes finished with the aid of using 

the Public Servants. It additionally deals with the crimes which but now no longer finished with the aid of 

using public servants however relay to them. Further Chapter XI offers with unfaithful proof and 
wrongdoing in opposition to public justice and describes the barrier of justice. Further it penalizes any 

illustrations of meddling with the investigation, prosecution, trial, and different crook lawsuits with the aid 

of using the inspecting organization consisting of police officers and prosecution. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

India isn't any greater a police kingdom, it's miles a wellbeing kingdom. The kingdom has augmented its 
realm extraordinarily within the past few years and its miles in each function of the citizen's life. In this type 

of case, the kingdom's bloodbath within the shape of wrongful conviction is a destruction of human rights. 

This is a type of failure of justice and there should be a law making framework to guard that human beings 

aren't unlawfully imprisoned and arraigned and if they're good enough treatments are furnished for them.  
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